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A candidate process for extraction, concentration and purification of fusion
fuel hydrogen isotopes is based on the principle of "Thermally Coupled Pressure
Swing Adsorption" (TCPSA). This process has high energy efficiency, small
adsorbent inventory, and a capability for approximately complete separation
of binary gas mixtures. When one component is present at low or trace levels
in the feed gas mixture, the TCPSA process can still extract and concentrate
that component to a high degree. Potential fusion applications include
extraction and purification of tritium-rich hydrogen from the breeder blanket
purge, while operating with low tritium inventory.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fuel cycles of future fusion
power systems present a diverse spectrum
of challenges to gas separation tech-
nology, for extraction, concentration,
purification and confinement of tritium
in fusion fuel cycles. Economic and
safety factors motivate process design
for minimum tritium inventory, function-
al simplicity, and overall reliability.

A new gas separation process with
some features of interest to fusion
has been demonstrated under the auspices
of the Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Project. This process (Thermally
Coupled Pressure Swing Adsorption or
"TCPSA") is potentially applicable
to several fusion applications for
separation and purification of hydrogen,
notably for tritium extraction from
breeder blanket purge helium.

Recent experimental tests have been
directed toward fusion applications,
primarily extraction and concentration
of tritium-rich hydrogen from the
blanket purge helium stream, and also
considering purification of this and
other hydrogen isotope streams such
as the plasma exhaust. For example,
hydrogen at 0.1 % concentration in
helium has been extracted in a
TCPSA module operating at 195 K, with

the process performed in a single
working space to achieve simultaneous
high extraction and concentration of
the hydrogen. With methane or carbon
oxides as the impurities, substantially
complete separation j.s achieved by
the same apparatus at ambient
temperature.

Engineering projections for scale-
up to ITER blanket purge extraction
and purification applications indicate
a low working inventory of tritium.

2. PRINCIPLES OF "TCPSA"
2.1. Basic Concepts
The TCPSA process is related to

Hie well established industrial Pressure
Swing Adsorption (PSA) gas separation
process, but uses a mechanism in partial
analogy to Stirling cycle heat engines
for generating the gas pressure swings
with recovery of expansion energy.
The coordination of cyclic flow rever-
sals and pressure swings in the regen-
erator of a Stirling engine is consis-
tent with the desired cyclic flow and
pressure regime in an adsorbent column
to separate a gas mixture by PSA.

In TCPSA systems, the adsorbent
columns double as Stirling cycle
regenerators. In the Stirling cycle,
heat is taken up at one end of the



regenerator as heat of expansion, and

heat is released at the other end as

heat of compression. In order to

achieve this heat transport function,

the gas in the regenerator must flow

in one direction at relatively elevated

pressure and in the reverse direction

at reduced pressure. A gas mixture

flowing over an adsorbent column in

the first direction at higher pressure

will be depleted in its more readily

adsorbed component by adsorptive uptake,

but flowing in the reverse direction

at reduced pressure will be enriched

in that component.

Thus, TCPSA achieves net transport

of the less readily adsorbed component

in the first direction, and of both

the more readily adsorbed component

and heat in the reverse direction,

by cyclic repetition building up a

steep concentration gradient within

the adsorbent column. In the optional

case that the two ends are at different

temperatures, a temperature gradient

is established in the adsorbent bed

and some energy conversion between

thermal and mechanical energy may be

achieved by the Stirling cycle.

Performance of the adsorptive gas

separation cycle within a Stirling

machine facilitates operation at either

elevated or cryogenic temperatures,

if required for optimal separation

according to the selectivity of

available adsorbents for the target

separation.

Thus, hydrogen and helium are best

separated at moderate cryogenic

temperatures near 200 K. Other

permanent gases are readily separated

from hydrogen at 300 K, while steam

and hydrogen may be separated by TCPSA

at ambient up to considerably elevated

temperatures. Experimental TCPSA

systems have been operated at temper-

atures as low as 77 K, and as high

as 1000 K. Suitable adsorbents for

different applications include zeolite

molecular sieves, activated charcoal,

and alumina gel.

Compared to other adsorption

processes and especially thermal swing

processes, the TCPSA cycle operates

at high cycle speed, with relatively

short adsorbent columns. Hence,

inventories of adsorbent and adsorbate

can be radically reduced. Reduced

adsorbate inventory is highly desirable

when separating either tritium from

helium, or tritium oxide vapour from

gas mixtures, in the fusion fuel cycle.

The TCPSA cycle also features

simplified valve logic and mechanisms

compared to typical PSA systems, thus

permitting design with hermetically

sealed enclosures for positive confine-

ment of tritium. The solenoid valves

of PSA systems must be sized for the

full internal flow tHrough the adsorbent

columns, with the relatively severe

duty of opening across the full pressure

difference; while the valves of TCPSA

systems are sized only for the smaller

external flows, with the lighter duty

of opening after pressure equalization.

2.2. TCPSA Compound Separator

Conventional PSA systems have

outstanding capability to purify the

light (less strongly adsorbed) fraction

of a mixture, such as hydrogen with

methane impurity at ambient temperature,

but are unable to recover all the light

fraction as product or to purify the

heavy (more strongly adsorbed) fraction,

owing to mixing and loss of product

in the purge gas. The TCPSA cycle

can be adapted to overcome this

limitation in concentrating and

purifying both light and heavy fractions

at once. Indeed, complete separation

of a binary mixture can be approached

even when one component is only present

at trace concentration in the feed.

Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic

of a TCPSA "compound separator"2.
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FIGURE 1

TCPSA Compound Separator Schematic

which uses multiple columns of stepped

sizes to achieve in a single working

volume nearly complete separation of

a trace heavy component from a light

carrier gas. In some analogy to

multistaged regenerative cryogenic

refrigerators, which use stepped

regenerators tapered toward the cold

end to achieve a large total temperature

ratio, the TCPSA compound separator

can purify the carrier by extracting

the heavy component, while concentrating

the heavy component over a large ratio.

In Figure 1, the compound separator

is shown in a double-acting configur-

ation with identical left and right

sides operating 180° out of phase.

On each side, a series of adsorbent

columns are connected in series along

a flow path in left and right working

spaces, with double-acting pistons

connected at the nodes. The pistons

oscillate at the same frequency, so

that the total volume of each working

space is cyclically varied to generate

pressure swings, while a phase shift

between the pistons at the upper and

lower ends of Figure 1 generates

cyclically reversing flow through the

adsorbent columns along each flow path.

Peed gas (light carrier with a trace

heavy component) is admitted by valves

F1 and F 2 to the left and right working

spaces respectively at a central point

of each flow path. The piston at the

bottom of Figure 1 is reciprocated

in leading phase relative to the smaller

pistons toward the top of Figure 1,

so that gas depleted in the heavy

component flows downward in each flow

path during higher pressure intervals

in that working space, while gas

enriched in the heavy component flows

upward during low pressure intervals.

Then, at least partially purified

carrier gas is delivered through valves

L1 and L^, while concentrated heavy

component is delivered through valves

Hj and H 2. The stepped sizing of the

adsorbent columns toward smaller sizes

upward in Figure 1 enables concentration

of the heavy component over a large

ratio, with minimal inventory of that

component within the apparatus.

The use of double-acting pistons

makes sealing less critical, since

each piston separates chambers having

the same gas concentration. Thus,

minor leakage across the nonlubricated

pistons does not greatly compromise

performance. The pistons exchange

energy between left and right sides

of the apparatus to achieve energy

recovery, and also store kinetic

energy to reduce peak power demand.

To provide the hermetic enclosure

required for nuclear containment, the

pistons of the compound separator may

be driven by an external mechanical

or hydraulic reciprocating drive

transmitted through the cylinder walls

by permanent magnet couplings. Linear

electric motors, or mechanical or

hydraulic drives isolated from the

working space by metal bellows, may

also be used.



2.3. Fusion Applications

For the fusion fuel cycle, key gas

separation applications include (1)

extraction and concentration of tritium

from blanket purge helium, and (2)

purification of hydrogen fuel isotopes

to remove impurities including C, N

and 0 compounds. In the blanket purge

gas, after removal of any water vapour,

the tritium (plus swamping hydrogen

and impurities) is the heavy component

present at aboput 0.1 % concentration

with helium as the light carrier.

TCPSA systems may be applied as

fusion fuel cycle building blocks,

in conjunction with other gas separation

modules adapted to different duties.

In a scheme that might apply to ITER,

recovery and purification of tritiated

hydrogen would be achieved by (1) cold

trap removal of water, (2) initial

concentration of hydrogen by vacuum

swing adsorption (VSA) at 77 K, (3)

removal of helium and inpurities by

TCPSA, and (4) final purification by

palladium diffusion prior to isotope

separation. Since the TCPSA module

has a continuous concentration gradient

between its ends, there is much

flexibility for optimal cascade

interconnection of fusion fuel streams

of widely different impurity loadings.

3. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

3.1. Method

Extensive tests to explore possible

fusion applications have been performed

using two small TCPSA separators,

one using a single adsorbent column

and the other configured as a compound

separator with four adsorbent columns.

These units have single-acting pistons

with PTFE seals. Hydrogen isotopes

were represented by ordinary hydrogen,

a valid approximation over zeolite

or charcoal adsorbents at 195 K. Plasma

exhaust impurities were represented

by methane, sometimes also with CO,

C0 2 and water vapour. Separation

of methane at 300 K also gives a

qualitative indication of expected

hydrogen separation over the same

adsorbent at about 1S0 K.

Figure 2 shows concentration of

the heavy component (hydrogen at 195

K or methane at 300 K) from helium

carrier gas in which the heavy component

is initially present at low

concentrations (0.1 % and 0.2 % for

H2, and 0.5 % for CH, in these

examples). Heavy product concentration

is shown versus the heavy product flow

ratio "R", defined as R = Q /(yf.Qf)

where Q and Q{ are respectively the

molar flows of the heavy product and

the feed, and y^ is the mole fraction

of the heavy component in the feed.

The fractional extraction of the heavy

component from the feed is given as

<y_.R>» where y is the mole fraction

of the heavy product. Data is

correlated by a specific volumetric

capacity factor defined as S *

O f/(N.V t), where N is the cycle

frequency and Vfc is the total piston
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FIGURE 2

Concentration of heavy component from
dilute feed.



swept volume within the TCPSA working

space.

It is seen that high concentration

and extraction of the heavy component

can be achieved, especially at low

teed rates corresponding to lower

specific volumetric capacity. Highest

concentration is of course achieved

at lower heavy product flow rates,

since 100 % heavy product purity is

only possible when R is less than 1.

Highest extraction is achieved for

high R. Thus, a compromise must be

found between the competing objectives

Of maximizing (1) heavy product

concentration, (2) heavy product

extraction, and (3) specific volumetric

capacity.

It was found that specific volumetric

capacity for nominal 90 % extraction

of the heavy component was higher by

a factor of two for methane extraction

at 300 K compared to hydrogen extraction

at 195 K. For 90 % extraction of the

heavy component from the light carrier,

S « 0.17 for hydrogen at 195 K and

S * 0.4 for methane at 300 K, over

10X zeolite in both examples. This

supports theoretical analysis of

hydrogen and methane isotherms,

indicating that specific volumetric

capacity for hydrogen extraction from

blanket purge could be maximized by

operating at about 150 K.

The tests consistently showed that

higher extraction could be achieved

at reduced heavy product concentration,

and that both extraction and

concentration could be much enhanced

by reducing specific volumetric

capacity. For the large flow quantities

of blanket purge gas, a pragmatic

optimization of a TCPSA hydrogen

extractor (operating without a VSA

preconcentration module) would accept

lower hydrogen product concentration

to maintain high extraction and maximize

specific volumetric capacity to reduce

machine size.

Tritium inventory will be low in

the blanket purge tritium recovery

and concentration duty for TCPSA, since

the apparatus is working mainly as

a helium purifier with high hydrogen

concentrations realized only in the

very small hydrogen concentration

"finger" of the apparatus.

Continuing development work is

concerned in part with an improved

adsorbent support technology that would

permit higher cycle frequencies with

reduced adsorbent attrition, improved

mass transfer, and lower axial pressure

drops. The data in Figure 2 was

obtained with cycle frequencies in

the range of 5 to 15 RPM. with

development of high surface area

parallel channel adsorbent supports,

much higher cycle frequencies are

expected to be sustainable. Then,

the TCPSA process would be

correspondingly intensified, enabling

smaller process equipment with even

less tritium inventory.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The TCPSA process has been found

in small scale laboratory tests to

perform competently and with

considerable versatility in separation

of gas mixtures of concern to fusion.
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